
Chapter 3552 

hearing George Han’s words, the earth monster and the water monster almost subconsciously started 

directly, although they were reluctant, but at this time He had to raise his hands and take a defensive 

stance. 

George Han was stunned for a moment, then shook his head with a wry smile: “The two of you 

misunderstood, I said play, not this play.” The 

water monster frowned: “What do you mean?” 

“It’s very simple, Let’s play at the gambling table.” George Han laughed. 

The two monsters looked at each other, and they were completely puzzled by what George Han was 

doing. 

Gaming table? 

Where’s the table? 

What are you betting on? 

The two were confused. 

“Aren’t you swinging between me and the sun god? If I win, the mythical beast you kidnapped is the 

bargaining chip between you and me. If I lose, my god beast is your leader in front of the sun god. The 

evidence, let’s 

play .” George Han said softly. 

After some remarks, the earth monster and the water monster were embarrassed for a while. 

What they wanted to do was seen clearly and thoroughly by George Han. It was like wearing a pile of 

clothes but being directly seen through. 

That kind of awkwardness, that kind of discomfort, just reached the extreme. 

In particular, in their eyes, these things are still quite proud and proud of “divine works”. 

This is so embarrassing, so embarrassing that the toes can dig out a three-bedroom and one-bedroom in 

situ. 

“We…we don’t know what you’re talking about.” 

The two twitched for a long time, and finally collapsed, another familiar sentence. 

George Han didn’t say a word, just looked at them very calmly, looked at them, and asked them to 

pretend. 

George Han was really looking at the ghosts, and the water monster showed up, and stopped 

pretending: “Yes, you are right 

, we did plan this way. However, you should also know that we can advance or retreat in this plan. There 

are no dead ends, we just need to guard well, why should we play with you?” The 



earth monster also nodded suddenly: “That’s right, the beast who wants to save you is based on your 

ability, you know that you are smart, but Don’t think we are fools.” 

“I don’t ask to release my mythical beast, I just see you all betting so happily and want to play a bigger 

game with you, listen, don’t rush to refuse, maybe, This may be more beneficial to you guys.” 

After hearing this, the earth monster gently moved to the side of the water monster and whispered, 

“This kid seems to have some truth in what he said, why don’t you listen to what he put first? Bird fart, 

it’s not too late for us to decide.” The 

water monster glanced at the earth monster, hesitated, nodded, looked at George Han, 

and said, “Okay, let’s hear it.” 

George Han smiled . : “Anyway, for you, it’s nothing more than a bet on me and Sun God, right?” 

“No matter whether you win or lose, you can protect yourselves wisely. Although there is no credit, you 

can definitely save your life, right.” 

Both monsters are Nodding, indeed. 

They’re pretty much taking a kill-free card. 

“How about being promoted to a gold medal?” George Han said with a smile: “A gold medal that no 

matter who wins it, you can all be prosperous and rich in the end.” 

“And such a good thing?” Believe, and even if there is such a good thing, it is not the opponent’s turn to 

hand it to them. 

The water monster thought so too, and slightly tugged at the earth monster, signaling him not to get too 

excited. 

“It sounds good, but I’m sorry, there’s never been a free pie in the world. We appreciate your 

kindness . We think we’re fine now, so…” 

George Han He smiled and said, “Of course you can choose to keep your cards on the spot, but don’t 

forget that the seemingly good cards in your hands are actually a bad card in my eyes.” 

“As long as I meet Japan God’s time to say one more sentence, saying that I have not met your obstacles 

on this road, guess how useful your card is?” 

Hearing George Han’s words, the water monster and the earth monster were shocked. The one who is 

angry with time is called a blowing beard and staring. This kind of behavior cannot be said to be 

shameless, it is simply obscene to the extreme. 

However, the two of them must also admit that the reason why they were so angry was because they 

were hit seven inches by George Han. 

Obviously, this upgrade, they seem to have no way out, except to accept or accept. 

“Okay, then tell me, how do you want to play.” 



Chapter 3553 

“I just heard you discuss the Sun Shengyuan, you all live in the same area, you should know each other 

somewhat.” 

” It’s better to continue the topic just now and talk more about Shengyuan. As a reward, when you meet 

Shengyuan, if I win, you will have the power to assist. And if I lose, I will fulfill you even if I die. Fighting 

back at you, blaming your obstruction makes me feel less than enough when dealing with Shengyuan.” 

“With my performance, plus you still have my divine beast in your hands, in Shengyuan, you are not. A 

minister of merit?” 

“Just a little more decoration, your life and death card will instantly become a golden merit card, isn’t it 

better?” 

After hearing this, it seems quite reasonable to think about it, Yu Qingyu Lidu instantly raised the cards 

in their hands by a huge level. 

Thinking of this, the two monsters 

looked at each other and had deep meanings for each other for a while. 

“How’s it going? Everyone benefits each other and each gets what they need.” George Han urged. 

The water monster thought for a while: “Why do we believe what you said?” 

“I, George Han, have already cleared the customs from Yuetan, and I can suppress you now, is that 

enough?” The 

water monster did not speak, and there was another silence. In his heart, he was quickly calculating 

whether the sale of Han 3,000 was worth it. 

In the end, he set his sights on the earth monster. After careful consideration, the earth monster 

basically has the same view as the water monster. 

If George Han wants to be cheap, their cards will rot, so the best choice is to upgrade this card. 

“A word counts?” The water monster looked at George Han and asked. 

“My divine beast is still in your hands, what’s the benefit of lying to you?” George Han said with a wry 

smile, “Although I don’t have any feelings for my 

divine beast , it is my own after all.” 

If you mess with you, now that the two of you are caught by me, wouldn’t it be more fun if I kill you 

directly?” The 

two monsters heard this, and they knew it was the truth, nodded, looked at George Han, and said: 

“Okay, but we still have a request.” 

“Say.” 



“We will still attack you when necessary, but even if you kill Sun God in the end, you can’t settle 

accounts with us because of this. If you agree, then Let’s just play, if you don’t agree, it’s a big deal.” 

George Han smiled lightly, this request seems a bit bizarre, but it is completely understandable. 

This trick is the insurance they use to buy themselves. If they want to say something unfavorable to 

them, and the situation is with the Sun God, they can attack themselves and use their actions to 

prove their innocence. Regain trust and freedom from punishment. 

Although the water monster said the promise, in fact, George Han knew very well that even if he did not 

agree to these goods, he had to agree to these goods. 

However, these are insignificant anyway. If they are evenly matched, George Han will not have much to 

live on in other people’s territory. 

If they lose by themselves, these few people unite with Yin, and it is only the difference between fast 

and slow death. 

So, this requirement is innocuous. 

George Han didn’t intend to dwell too much on this issue, and nodded: “Yes, I promise you.” 

“This is not the place to talk.” The earth monster said something, then pointed to the left, and said: 

“There There is a cave, let’s go there and talk.” 

George Han followed the direction he pointed and looked back, but there was a low jungle, clearly not 

Like a place with hills, naturally it is not like a place with holes. 

Seeing George Han’s puzzled eyes, the water monster smiled softly and rushed in that direction. 

“He said that if there is a hole there, there must be a hole. Don’t forget what he does.” 

Hearing this, George Han suddenly realized that this is a monster. He said that if there is something in 

the soil, there must be something. 

Thinking of this, George Han didn’t talk nonsense. He followed the water monster and the earth 

monster. After flying forward for about a few kilometers, he stopped in front of an extremely remote 

cave. 

Entering the cave, the earth monster thought a little, and for a while, the soil on the ground instantly 

sealed the opening of the cave. Even if people outside looked carefully, they would not find any tricks in 

it. 

After confirming safety, George Han looked at the water monster and said, “Can we talk now?” The two 

monsters nodded to each other, and the water monster spoke first… 

 


